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up Daniel, and he would tell us he

learned more in one vision, concerning

the history of the Medes and Persians,

and of the Romans, and others, than

modern historians could learn by read-

ing for years.

"No man can understand the things

of God, but by the Spirit of God." Ask

a person who has preached for years, if

he can remember what he said; I know

I cannot. I can remember that I had

the Spirit of God at such a time; I re-

member that I taught by the Holy Ghost

at such a time, and the testimony that

I bore to the people, and I realize the

principle, I trusted in the Lord. I know

no more about shaping my discourses

than I did when I first commenced to

preach, and no more than if I had never

preached in my life; but I always speak

from the impressions of the moment, as

I receive them. I want to go into a meet-

ing without anything premeditated, and

speak from the impulse of the moment,

for I feel well when taking this course.

Whether I feel lively and energetic, or

dull and sleepy, I shall speak accordingly.

I have passed through various scenes

up and down in the world, and never

failed to accomplish anything that has

been given me to do. I have in my life,

crossed some of the most dangerous wa-

ter courses—some which no other person

would attempt to cross; not that I was

any more daring than they were, natu-

rally, but by acting in accordance with

the impression that I then received, and

from those impressions I knew I could

cross. And on different occasions, when

I have carried out those impressions, it

has come out just right; and when I have

not done so, it has been just the reverse.

In the year 1834, when Zion's camp

was moving from Kirtland to Missouri,

one day I left the camp and went

out to hunt in the woods of Ohio,

and strayed away from the camp some

10 or 11 miles. The camp kept moving

on all the time, and I entirely lost the

track, and having no compass, I knew

not towards what point I should travel.

I kept traveling on till the afterpart of

the day; I then concluded I would pray,

but I could not get any impression where

the camp was. However, I soon after re-

ceived an impression from the Spirit, the

same Spirit we had in Kirtland, and the

same Spirit we enjoy in this place; and

immediately after receiving the impres-

sion, I looked before me, and there was

the camp moving on in regular order. I

could see it just as clear as I did in the

morning; there were the people, the wag-

ons and horses, all in their places as I

left them in the forepart of the day, and

I supposed they were not more than 80

rods off. But after turning away for a

moment, I again looked in the same di-

rection, but all was gone. Still the Spirit

told me to travel on in the same direc-

tion I had seen the camp; I did so, and

after traveling some 8 or 10 miles, came

up with them, and when they first came

in sight, they looked just as I saw them

in the vision.

Again, whenever I have had anything

that was great or important to accom-

plish, I have been impressed with my

own weakness and inability to perform

the task imposed upon me, and that

of myself I was as nothing, only as I

trusted in God, and under these circum-

stances I was certain to speak by the

power and influence of the Holy Ghost.

When I have trusted in books, or in my

own acquirements that I had gleaned

from reading the productions of differ-

ent authors (for I used to be fond of

reading the works of Brown, Abercrom-

bie, Locke, Watts, and other metaphys-

ical writers), I was sure to be foiled in

my attempt, for all would leave me. But

whenever I have trusted in the Lord,


